(1) (2) with dU the normalized Haar measure on SU(n).
This theory has a pair of dual order parameters. The first is the
Wilson loop, associated with a closed path C
where r designates a representation of SU(n), and xr is the character in that representation. The second is the 't Hooft operator4, BrcCQ,Sl, associated with an element T of Z(n), a co-closed set of cubes, Q, and a set of plaquettes, S, such that VS = Q. The replacement tr uCap1 + tr(dCapl) for P c S (4) in (1) WCC;S'-sl . (6) One may give (6) The existence of local operators B, on Q, and A, on C, satisfying the nonlocal commutator (6) or (7), is a nontrivial feature of gauge theories.
Equations (6) or (7) AreaCSrl is the number of (r+l)-cells in the smallest surface Sr+l such that VS r+l = S r' We are assuming that 'c # 1 and that r is a representation of non-zero "n-ality".
Assuming a mass gap, in the above phases one operator satisfies a perimeter law and one an area law; this is "complementarity". 't Hooft has argued that (with the mass gap) simultaneous perimeter law behavior is impossible.
We shall see this in Sec. IV. Simultaneous area laws were also unexpected.
We shall see below why they occur in the MackPetkova model.
III. ORDER PARAMETERS IN THE MACK-PEIKOVA THEORY
In order to define the ME' theory we need a.function. n(U) from SU(n> into its center Z(n). It is defined by -i < arg tr ( Un -l(u))<: .
This fixes n(U) as theory is obtained U-integrations, the element of Z(n) which is "nearest" to U. We may also form a source for the new flux by replacing the constraint (10) with the constraint n duCap1) = u , c c Q pcac (12) where u is an element of Z(n) and Q is a set of cubes. Q -must be coclosed or else the constraints cannot all be satisfied at once. We designate this source ga CQ I. Like BT[Q, S], it is a source of magnetic flux, associated with an element of Z(n) and a co-closed set of cubes.
Ea CQI was not considered in the earlier work on this theory; it is -9- 
The operator BrCQ,Sl thus creates both "SU(n)" and "Z(n)" magnetic flux.
-.
We can define an operator 
Using this property one may prove a perimeter law for BiBi r B', and an area law for any electric operator with which it does not commute (one separates the TCbl integration and uses Griffiths inequalities to relate this to a Z(n) gauge theoryl).
The operators BicQl and AgCCIAiCC,DI with n-ality(r) = -n-ality(p) probe different physics. Bi, given by (12), inserts a twist into the coset variables 6Cbl.
To the extent that the constraint (10) permits this twist to spread out, <BL> will be large and <A>!> will be small.
It appears that any of the combinations (8a-c) might arise. Note that any of these combinations, taken with the expectation values found for the operators that probe the Z(n) physics, satisfies the generalized complementarity. We will not pursue this further, as the MP model at strong coupling may be as difficult as the weak coupling gauge theory in which our interest really lies.
The topological fluxes5 which correspond to the various order parameters may be developed in a similar way; we shall summarize the result.
In an MP theory in periodic spacetime, we may form a sourceless ) . 
The appearance of (a spv) -1 in the second delta function of (22) 
